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Since tragically losing their parents, the Slate twins have lived with their grandfather, pane Slate. They come from a long line of genius inventors, so Grandpa Pane pushes their curiosity daily.

SHHH

WHAT'S HE INVENTING NOW?

DO I HEAR NICK AND TESS?

WHAT ARE YOU WORKING ON, GRANDPA?

IT'S AN ELECTRONIC ARM CONTROLLED BY MY THOUGHTS.

I'M TRYING NOT TO BREAK ANY EGGS, YET.
WHO WANTS BREAKFAST?

HAVE FUN! I'LL CALL YOU WHEN I'M DONE.

ME FIRST!

OPEN! WATCH ME GET A CIRCUIT BOARD.

GOT IT!

OH, NO!
Way to go.

Hey! That's weird.

Look!

I'm not sure. Could it be?! It is!

These are the plans to Nikola Tesla's Philadelphia experiment! Why are they hidden in Grandpa's desk?

Breakfast is... what? How did you? Nick, Tess! Put those back!